The effect of the front-to-rear wheel torque distribution on vehicle handling: an experimental assessment
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ABSTRACT: The front-to-rear wheel torque distribution influences vehicle handling and, ultimately, affects key factors such as vehicle safety and performance. At a glance, as part of the available tire-road friction is used for traction on the driven axle, a Front-Wheel-Drive (FWD) vehicle would be expected to be more understeering than a Rear-Wheel-Drive (RWD) vehicle with equivalent characteristics. However, in specific conditions such effect may be counter-balanced, or even reversed, by the yaw moment caused by the lateral contribution, in the vehicle reference system, of the traction forces at the front wheels. This paper discusses the experimental assessment of the phenomenon in steady-state cornering, for a fully electric vehicle with multiple motors, allowing different front-to-rear wheel torque distributions. The results confirm that the yaw moment effect of the front traction forces is significant, especially at low vehicle speeds and high lateral accelerations. In particular, in the case study maneuvers, the RWD configuration of the vehicle resulted more understeering than the FWD one at the speed of 30 km/h.

1 INTRODUCTION

The handling characteristics of a vehicle are key factors for safety and performance. Since the 1970s vehicle cornering response has been studied through simulation models. The first studies were based on linearized single-track vehicle models for steady-state cornering conditions, under the hypothesis of small slip angles and steering angles, and introduced the concepts of handling diagram and understeer coefficient (Pacejka 1973). These analyses were complemented by the characterization of the transient vehicle response through the single-track model, and by the progressive introduction of more advanced simulators, including consideration of non-linear tire force characteristics and suspension elasto-kinematics.

Later on the science of vehicle dynamics focused on direct yaw moment control (DYC) (Shibahata 1993, van Zanten 2000), i.e., a technique aimed at enhancing vehicle handling by controlling the brake or drive torques of each wheel. This allows generating a yaw moment through the difference in longitudinal tire forces on the left- and right-hand sides of the vehicle. Initially DYC was applied to stability control in extreme transient conditions, through the actuation of the friction brakes during emergency maneuvers. More recently, several authors (for example, De Novellis et al. 2014, De Novellis et al. 2015, Lenzo et al. 2016, Lenzo et al., in press) proposed continuously active DYC algorithms, with the specific purpose of designing the vehicle handling characteristic according to multiple driving modes selectable by the user. These advanced controllers were experimentally assessed on electric vehicles with multiple motors.
Also in more conventional vehicle layouts, depending on the differential typology and operating condition, the longitudinal tire forces affect the cornering response, as discussed in (Frendo et al. 2006, Frendo et al. 2007). In particular, (Bucchi & Frendo 2016) proposed a detailed yaw moment analysis, assessing the influence of the individual yaw moment contributions, e.g., those related to the lateral tire forces and longitudinal tire forces, on the level of vehicle understeer and oversteer. Interestingly, they found significant differences among the cornering responses of the Front-Wheel-Drive, Rear-Wheel-Drive and All-Wheel-Drive architectures (respectively indicated as FWD, RWD and AWD in the remainder) implemented on the same vehicle plant. In particular, with reference to a skid pad maneuver, the RWD vehicle resulted more understeering than the FWD and AWD configurations, which is the opposite of the common belief (Osborn & Shim 2006). The reduced level of understeer of the FWD configuration is caused by the destabilizing yaw moment of the lateral component (in the vehicle reference system) of the front longitudinal tire forces in traction. These findings were only supported by multibody model simulations, while an experimental proof is missing in the literature, to the knowledge of the authors.

The contribution of this paper is the experimental validation of the analysis proposed in (Bucchi & Frendo 2016). Several ramp steer maneuvers were performed with a fully electric vehicle demonstrator with four on-board motors, allowing the controlled implementation of any front-to-rear or left-to-right wheel torque distribution. The effects of the FWD, RWD and AWD layouts on the experimentally measured handling diagrams at constant speed are presented and discussed.

2 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The experimental study was conducted at the Lommel proving ground (Belgium), on the electric Range Rover Evoque prototype (Fig. 1) of the European Union funded project iCOMPOSE. The vehicle demonstrator features four identical on-board drivetrains, each of them consisting of a switched reluctance electric motor, a double-stage single-speed transmission system, constant velocity joints and a half-shaft. The main geometric and inertial parameters of the vehicle are reported in Table 1.

![Figure 1. The iCOMPOSE electric vehicle demonstrator with the Corrsys Datron sensor installed on the front end (Lommel proving ground, Belgium).](image)

The test vehicle included the following sensors: i) a steering wheel angle sensor, measuring the steering wheel input applied by the driver, \( \delta_{sw} \); ii) a Corrsys Datron S-350 sensor, installed on the front end of the car (see Fig. 1), providing the vehicle sideslip angle, \( \beta_{DAT} \), and vehicle speed, \( V \); iii) an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), measuring the longitudinal acceleration, \( a_x \), lateral acceleration, \( a_y \), and yaw rate, \( \dot{r} \); iv) wheel speed sensors, providing the angular speed of each wheel, i.e., \( \omega_{ij} \), with \( i = F, R \) (front, rear) and \( j = L, R \) (left, right); and v) battery current and voltage sensors.
The tests consisted of ramp steer maneuvers executed at 30 km/h, 60 km/h and 80 km/h. The FWD layout, RWD layout and AWD layout with 50:50 front-to-rear wheel torque distribution were emulated through the appropriate control of the electric drivetrains. In particular, the torque distributions were set through the dSPACE AutoBox system installed on the vehicle. In all cases the wheel torques were evenly distributed among the left- and right-hand side wheels. The desired vehicle speed was maintained throughout the maneuvers by means of a PI (Proportional Integral) speed tracking feedback controller, comparing the reference speed with the actual speed. The tests were executed according to the following procedure: i) the vehicle was accelerated from standstill to the reference speed in straight line, using the PI speed tracking controller; ii) when the reference speed was reached, a ramp in steering wheel angle was applied by the driver with approximately constant rate (~2 deg/s). The low value of steering wheel rate made the vehicle operate close to its steady-state condition; iii) the test was considered to be completed when the vehicle yaw rate reached its saturation level, i.e., when the yaw acceleration dropped to zero. Steps i)-iii) were repeated for the three vehicle speeds and three wheel torque distributions.

Table 1. Main vehicle parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name and unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
<td>2290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>Front semi-wheelbase (m)</td>
<td>1.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>Wheelbase (m)</td>
<td>2.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Transmission ratio (-)</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_w$</td>
<td>Wheel radius (m)</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>Track width (m)</td>
<td>1.616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Data post processing

The relevant vehicle dynamics variables were obtained from the measurements and the geometry of the vehicle, by using a simple single-track model (Genta 1997) and the adapted ISO sign convention (Pacejka 2006). Each measured signal was adequately filtered to reduce the effect of measurement noise.

The value of sideslip angle at the center of mass of the vehicle, $\beta_{CG}$ (this location is the most commonly used in the literature), was obtained by combining $\beta_{DAT}$ with $r$ and $u$, which is the longitudinal component of the velocity of the vehicle center of mass (Genta 1997, Guiggiani 2014):

$$\tan \beta_{CG} = \tan \beta_{DAT} - \frac{r}{u} (d + a_1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $d$ is the longitudinal distance between the front axle of the vehicle and the Datron sensor.

As the steering ratio of the car is not constant, a non-linear map was used to obtain the steering angles of the left and right wheels (respectively, $\delta_{RL}$ and $\delta_{FR}$) as functions of $\delta_{SW}$. Starting from the average of $\delta_{RL}$ and $\delta_{FR}$, i.e. defining the steering angle $\delta$, the single-track model was adopted to estimate the dynamic steering angle, $\delta_{dyn}$, i.e., the difference between the slip angles of the front and rear axles.
3.2 Handling diagram and vehicle response analysis

Figure 2 reports the dynamic steering wheel angle as a function of lateral acceleration for the considered vehicle speeds. In general, the resulting characteristics are very similar for the three vehicle configurations at 60 km/h and 80 km/h.

A perceivable difference in the handling behavior of the three vehicle configurations is observed at 30 km/h and high $a_y$, with the RWD configuration being more understeering than the FWD one. This result is caused by the front longitudinal tire forces, provoking a destabilizing yaw moment because of the steering angle $\delta$ at the front wheels. To quantify this effect, the front longitudinal tire forces $X_{FL}$ and $X_{FR}$ are estimated from the front motor torque demands, $T_{FL}$ and $T_{FR}$, the efficiency of the drivetrain, $\eta$, the gear ratio, $\tau$, and the wheel radius, $R_w$, which is assumed constant. The yaw moment contribution $N_f$ associated with $X_{FL}$ and $X_{FR}$ is:

$$N_f = X_{FL} a_1 \sin \delta_{FL} + X_{FR} a_1 \sin \delta_{FR} \approx \frac{\eta(T_{FL}+T_{FR}) a_1 \sin \delta}{R_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

As a consequence, $N_f$ increases with $X_{FL}$, $X_{FR}$ and $\delta$. This justifies the variation of the handling diagram at low speed and high lateral acceleration. In fact, at low $V$ the same lateral acceleration is achieved with a higher value of $\delta$, which implies a more significant effect of $N_f$. Also, the longitudinal traction force increases with $a_y$, because of the losses caused by the lateral tire slip.

This trend is experimentally confirmed in Figure 3, which plots $N_f(a_y)$ for the FWD vehicle at the three test speeds. At 30 km/h $N_f$ reaches significant values, i.e., close to 1000 Nm. At 60 km/h and 80 km/h the $N_f$ characteristics, with peak values of ~200 Nm, are almost overlapped, because at 80 km/h $X_{FL}$ and $X_{FR}$ are higher while $\delta$ is lower.

According to the MAP (Map of the Achievable Performance) approach of (Guiggiani 2014), in Figure 4 $\beta_{CG}$ is plotted as a function of the trajectory curvature, $\rho$, for the nine tests. As expected, the curves are grouped according to the vehicle speed. In particular, at 30 km/h $\beta_{CG}$ is positive in the whole range of trajectory curvatures, and is mostly increasing with $\rho$. On the contrary, at 60 km/h and 80 km/h, $\beta_{CG}$ is negative and decreases as a function of the trajectory curvature. Furthermore, considering each speed value separately, the FWD and AWD characte-
ristics are almost overlapped along all the trajectory curvature range, while the RWD curve is usually slightly lower, especially at high lateral acceleration.

This difference can be justified by considering the definition of $\beta_{CG}$ in Eq. 3, based on the single-track model:

$$\beta_{CG} = a_2 \rho - \alpha_2$$

(3)

where $a_2 \rho$ is the kinematic sideslip angle, i.e., the sideslip angle the vehicle would experience in conditions of kinematic steering. Hence, for a given value of $\rho$, $\beta_{CG}$ depends only on the slip angle of the rear wheels, $\alpha_2$. For given speed and trajectory curvature, it is fair to assume the total lateral force of the rear axle, $Y_2$, to be approximately the same for the different vehicle layouts. Since the combined effect of traction and lateral force, i.e., the so-called friction ellipse, reduces the achievable lateral force for a given tire slip angle, in the RWD configuration $Y_2$ is obtained at a larger values of $|\alpha_2|$.

Figure 3. Yaw moment contribution associated with the front longitudinal tire forces as a function of lateral acceleration for the FWD configuration.

Figure 4. Sideslip angle as a function of trajectory curvature.
4 CONCLUSION

The experimental study of this paper highlighted the effect of the front-to-rear wheel torque distribution on the cornering behavior of an electric vehicle with multiple motors. In particular, the main factor is the yaw moment generated by the lateral component of the traction forces. This contribution is an increasing function of the steering angle. For the case study vehicle demonstrator, at the speed of 30 km/h and large values of lateral acceleration the RWD configuration resulted more understeering than the FWD one. Such effect is independent of the presence of a direct yaw moment controller.

Future studies will analyze the effect of all the individual yaw moment contributions, i.e., including those related to the lateral tire forces and self-aligning torques.
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